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c
hoosing the form and structure of your medical 
aesthetic practice is an important decision. Most 
advisors to physicians believe that the avoidance of 
potential double taxation makes the S Corporation 

the logical choice. This “conventional wisdom” overlooks the 
potential benefits a C Corporation can offer. If you want to 
explore ways to reduce unnecessary taxes without subjecting 
yourself to double taxation and learn how to do this without 
having to change any of your insurance provider or Medicare 
provider numbers, this article is ideal for you.

The Basics of corporaTions
First, let’s assume that your practice is either an S or C 

Corporation. There is little reason to practice as a sole pro-
prietorship, general partnership, or a “disregarded entity.” 
This can result in unnecessary lawsuit risk, in addition 
to the inability to take advantage of many valuable tax-
deductible business expenses mentioned in this article. 

Second, we need to compare and contrast C 
Corporations and S Corporations. All practices that incor-
porate are automatically C Corporations absent an election 
to become an S Corporation. Both S and C Corporations 
have separate tax identification numbers and are required 
to file tax returns with the federal and appropriate state 
tax agencies. Both entities have shareholders. Both entities 
can be created in any state in the country.

When a C Corporation earns profit, it must pay tax at 
the corporate level. Profit is the difference between income 
and expenses. Compensation paid to physicians, as long as 
it is reasonable, is deductible by the corporation on its tax 
return (and is therefore not taxable to the corporation). 

The salary received by the owner is taxable to the owner 
as wages. After the C Corporation pays taxes, distributions 
of earnings already taxed at the corporate level can be paid 
to the physician-owners in the form of dividends. These 
would generally be taxed to the physician-owners as quali-
fied dividends, thus leading to the “double taxation” of 
such earnings. As you will see below, this drawback is often 
overrated.

An S Corporation is also a separate entity that must file 
its own tax return. However, the S Corporation is often 
referred to as a “pass through” entity. Rather than paying 
tax at the corporate level, all income and deductions pass 
through to the shareholders and the shareholders must 
pay tax on any S Corp income at their individual rates. 
Whether the income to an S Corp is paid to the physician 
owners as salary or as a distribution will not impact the 
federal or state income tax rates that will be applied to 
that income for the physician. There is never any tax to the 
corporation; therefore there is no “double taxation” in an S 
Corporation.

DouBle TaxaTion–Much aDo aBouT 
noThing

Mistakenly, most physicians think of S and C Corporations 
as having exactly the same benefits. Since the C Corporation 
has a potential double taxation, most physicians and their 
advisors elect to make an S election to avoid one more 
potential problem. First, the double taxation problem can be 
easily avoided by reducing practice profits to zero, or close 
to zero, at the end of the year with reasonable compensa-
tion and bonuses to the physician owner. Second, after 
you review the next section, you will see that the increased 
benefits the C Corporation offers medical practices can far 
outweigh the cost (in time, not money) of zeroing out a C 
Corporation. 

“s” or “c” corporation 
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maximize tax deductions by using both.

“Whether the income to an S Corp is 
paid to the physician owners as salary 
or as a distribution will not impact the 
federal or state income tax rates that 
will be applied to that income for the 

physician. “
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aDDiTional DeDucTiBle BenefiTs of a 
c corporaTion

Contrary to much “conventional wisdom,” a C 
Corporation can be the right choice for many small enti-
ties because of the deductions it allows. The corporate 
deduction for fringe benefits paid to employees is generally 
limited for shareholders owning more than two percent 
of an S Corporation. However, a C Corporation enjoys a 
full deduction for the cost of employees’ (including owner 
employees) health insurance, group term life insurance 
of up to $50,000 per employee, and even long term care 
premiums without regard to age-based limitations. The 
C Corporation can also deduct the costs of a medical 
reimbursement plan. If one has a small corporation and a 
lot of medical expenses that aren’t covered by insurance, 
the corporation can establish a plan that results in all of 
those expenses being tax deductible. Fringe benefits such 
as employer-provided vehicles and public transportation 
passes are also deductible.

In contrast, health insurance paid by an S Corporation 
for a more than two percent shareholder is not deductible 
by the corporation. The shareholder must generally take 
a self-employed health insurance deduction on his per-
sonal return. Long term care premiums paid through an S 
Corporation are also not deductible with regard to these 
shareholders. The shareholders, in deducting them person-
ally, are subject to the age-based limitations. 

lower Tax raTes for c corporaTions
C Corporations enjoy their own graduated rates. The first 

$50,000 of taxable income in the C Corporation is taxed 
at a 15 percent federal rate versus the top marginal rate 
of the shareholder (currently 35 percent) that the owner 
of an S Corporation will be taxed. Even if the owner of a 
C Corporation forgot to “zero out” the corporation and 
left $50,000 in the entity, the corporate tax would be only 
$7,500. A dividend of the remaining $42,500 would only be 
taxed at a rate of 15 percent—resulting in taxes of another 
$6,375—leaving $36,125 (or 72.2 percent). If that $50,000 
had been in an S Corporation and the owner had annual 
income of more than $300,000, the federal tax rate would 
have been 35 percent (or $17,500). In this example, leaving 
$50,000 to be taxed in a C Corporation would actually have 
saved the owner over $3,600 in taxes.

Personal service corporations (PSCs), such as attorneys, 
doctors, and accountants, do not receive the benefit of these 
graduated rates since PSCs are taxed at a flat 35 percent 
rate. Therefore, PSCs do not enjoy the same benefits of the 
graduated C Corporation rate structure that other types of 
businesses will enjoy. However, PSCs can take advantage of 
the full Section 179 expense deduction in writing off furni-
ture and equipment in the year of purchase. C Corporations 

are afforded their own Section 179 deduction limitation. 
Shareholders of an S Corporation must accumulate the 
Section 179 deduction among each of their “pass through” 
entities, thus they could be limited in a given year.

s corporaTions May BecoMe 
oBsoleTe for Many sMall MeDical 
pracTices 

There were discussions in Congress recently that could 
have limited much of the tax benefit of an S Corporation 
for service professionals. The benefit at issue is the ability in 
an S Corporation for doctor-owners to save Medicare taxes 
on their distributions, as opposed to their salaries. By paying 
themselves a “reasonable salary” and taking the remainder of 
their business income as distributions, physician-owners can 
save thousands of dollars each year in Medicare taxes. The 
proposal in Congress would have eliminated this benefit. 

geT The BesT of BoTh worlDs— why 
noT use BoTh?

Many practices can take advantage of both the C 
Corporation and the S Corporation by setting up two dis-
tinct entities to operate different aspects of their practice. 
Perhaps the S Corporation will be used for the operating 
side of the practice (professional practice of medicine) 
while the C Corporation will be used for management func-
tions (billing and administration). In this way, the practice 
as a whole can take advantage of both the tax deductions 
afforded a C Corporation and the “flow through” advan-
tages of an S Corporation. This may also provide some 
additional asset protection. As long as all formalities of 
incorporation are followed, as well as compliance with rules 
for employee participation in all benefit plans, medical prac-
tices can benefit from this “dual” corporate structure. n

SPECIAL OFFERS: For a free (plus $10 S&H) hardcopy of “For 
Doctors Only: A Guide to Working Less and Building More,” 
please call 877-656-4362. If you would like a free, shorter ebook 
version, please download our “highlights” edition at www.for-
doctorsonlyhighlights.com.

“Many practices can take advantage 
of both the C Corporation and the 

S Corporation by setting up two 
distinct entities to operate different 

aspects of their practice.“
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The information contained in this article is general in nature 
and should not be acted upon in your specific circumstances with-
out further details and/or professional advice. Contact your per-
sonal tax advisor for specific advice related to your tax situation. 

New Treasury Regulations require us to inform you that any 
tax advice contained in this communication, including attach-
ments, is not intended and cannot be used for the purpose of 
(i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax 
law or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another 
party this transaction or any tax matter addressed herein. 

Disclosure:
OJM Group, LLC (“OJM”) is an SEC registered investment 

adviser with its principal place of business in the State of 
Ohio. OJM and its representatives are in compliance with the 
current notice filing and registration requirements imposed 
upon registered investment advisers by those states in which 
OJM maintains clients. OJM may only transact business in 
those states in which it is registered, or qualifies for an exemp-
tion or exclusion from registration requirements. For informa-
tion pertaining to the registration status of OJM, please con-
tact OJM or refer to the Investment Adviser Public Disclosure 
website (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov).

For additional information about OJM, including fees and 
services, send for our disclosure brochure as set forth on Form 
ADV using the contact information herein. Please read the 
disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send money.

This article contains general information that is not suitable 
for everyone. The information contained herein should not 
be construed as personalized legal or tax advice. There is no 
guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this article 
will be appropriate for your particular circumstances. Tax law 
changes frequently, accordingly information presented herein 
is subject to change without notice. You should seek profes-
sional tax and legal advice before implementing any strategy 
discussed herein.
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